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Abstract. The existing block-based approaches, albeit successful in resisting
frequency domain attacks, are sensitive to geometric distortions due to the lack
of reference in repositioning the block grid. In this paper an RST-invariant
block-based approach is proposed, aiming at protecting image objects. The term
“image object” refers to semantically contiguous parts of images that have a
specific contour boundary. The proposed approach is based on shape information, since the watermark is embedded in image blocks, the location and orientation of which are defined by Eulerian tours that are appropriately arranged in
layers, around an object’s robust skeleton. Images from the Polymathic project
are used to illustrate the technique.
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Introduction

Block-based watermarking approaches using spread spectrum modulation of pseudorandom signals, even though successfully improving watermark resistance to various frequency domain attacks, cannot withstand rotation, because the rectangular grid
arrangement is changed and thus synchronization is lost. A reference point for placing
the rectangular block-grid for watermark recovery is not easy to obtain after image/object rotation, if a priori registration information is not available. The situation
is illustrated in [1] where elaborate methods of high complexity are proposed to alleviate this problem. The main contribution of this paper is that it incorporates a certain

noise resistant method of extracting shape information[2] during the block-based
watermark embedding process in such a way that the watermarked block’s location is
readily identifiable at the retrieval phase, even after RST transformation, cropping or
Gaussian boundary noise. The proposed system is tested in its ability to provide geometrically resistant copyright protection of semantic objects having an explicit
boundary, most suited for protecting certain objects in an image, or explicit creations
of artists that have to be distributed and reused in different contexts. Another application is inferring image provenance, allowing artists to find source images quickly by
examining watermarks in derivative files, similar to activity inference [3].
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The method

A robust skeleton of each object is initially extracted in a vector form. To introduce
enhanced noise resistance to the extracted skeleton, we use the Global-Local transformation [2] to map the noise contour back to a smoothed version. Starting then from
the skeleton endpoints (marked as small circles in the images below), the pseudorandom watermark sequence is embedded in the DCT domain of the blocks along the
skeleton's Eulerian tour. When the first tour is completed the Eulerian tour is extended
outwards, in consecutive layers towards the object’s boundary until the watermark
sequence is spread to the whole object. During watermark detection, initially the
skeleton of the candidate object is extracted and the potentially watermarked blocks
that are located along the extended Eulerian tour are matched against the respective
blocks around the initial skeleton. Only tours starting from the skeleton endpoints are
examined. The success of the method stems from the fact that based on the GlobalLocal transformation, the robust skeleton is extracted from a smooth version of the
original contour that retains certain metric information.

Figure 1 Watermarked blocks arranged across the Eulerian tours around the skeleton of the Superman top view.
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Experiments

Figure 2. The location of the watermarked blocks arranged in layers around the skeleton is illustrated for the Superman figure.

Figure 3. A closer view of the Eulerian tours at the back view of the Superman image. Some overlap
has been allowed for better illustration.
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